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Beautiful shot of TF-104G 61-3074 (c/n 5745) with serial 4172, flying through the skies over Taiwan. This 
aircraft was obtained from Germany via the USA in 1983 and only flew from CCK until it was phased out and 
became decoy in 1999. It is unknown where it is today.                                          (photographer: KJ156TW) 
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INTERNATIONAL F-104 SOCIETY 

 

 
 

“Zipper” is a magazine fully dedicated to the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter. 
It is published once and a while by the IFS, the International F-104 Society. 
The contents of “Zipper” may not be reproduced in any way anywhere, in 

 whole or in part, without prior written permission of the IFS. The IFS, 
 including the publication of "Zipper", is entirely run by volunteers and 

has no commercial objectives. 
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IFS news  
 
Hello all, 

 
Here is the first electronic version of the ZIPPER magazine. This can be downloaded 
from internet and printed out using your printer at home.  
 
The IFS website is currently under heavy maintenance to assure the information will 
match the new direction of the International F-104 Society. 
Also we started the IFSBB, a bulletin board annex web-forum for IFS members to 
discuss all kind of topics. Please join !!!!! 
You see the IFSBB main screen beneath on this page. 
 
IFS HOMEPAGE    http://www.starfighters.nl/Int_f104_society 

IFSBB (BULLETIN BOARD)  http://www.forum4free.com/ifs.html 
 
 
 
Have fun!! 
Harry “choco” Prins 
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Country Corner 
 
 The latest Starfighter news in the world… 

 

 

 

Compiled by Harry Prins (thanks to various members) 
 

Belgium 
 

Tails…. 
On January 19th,  2006, Mark Wassenaar visited the Belgium Air Force F-16 storage 
centre at Weelde. Great was his surprise when he saw two Starfighter tails lying 
around outside. The once belonged to FX85 and FX78. As far as we know both 
Starfighters can be found at Brussels, inside the Air Force Museum storage. 
 

 
 

Sometimes you find something which you did not expect….for example two lonely 104 tails….   
 (weelde, 19 January 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
Resume Belgium :  
FX78     c/n 9133       F-104G        Tail only                     dumped               Weelde         19 Jan 2005 
FX85     c/n 9146       F-104G        Tail only                     dumped               Weelde         19 Jan 2005 
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Canada 
 

Two-seater preserved. 
Recently we found out that the CF-104D 104652 can be found preserved in the park 
of the Canadian Forces Command & Staff College at North York, Canada. It is 
unknown when it arrived. It was last noted late 90s at Cold Lake as Air Battle 
Damage Repair instructional airframe coded “823C”. 
 

 
 

CF-104D 104652 has been nicely recovered and put on display in a small park at the Canadian Force 
Command. Serial 652  can only be seen on the left side..        (North York, Sept 2005, Mike Henninger)  

 
CF-104 moved back to Canada 
The ex Norwegian Air Force CF-104 104759 returned back to Canada last year. It 
has been taken over by an Air Museum in Bagotville, Quebec.  
It is unknown if the aircraft will received RCAF colourscheme or will keep its current 
Norwegian markings. 
 

Resume Canada :  
104652   c/n 5322    CF-104D      Preserved      Canadian Forces Command, North York   Sep 2005   
104759   c/n 1059    CF-104       Preserved      Air Museum Bagotville, Quebec.              Dec 2005 

 

France 
 

Savigny return 
 

CF-104 104799 with fake serial “12751” returned back at the museum at Savigny Les 
Beaunes where it had been restored for the Marville celebration party in September. 
It was first seen back in the museum during a visit on October 31st, 2005 and has 
been parked back on its original location within the museum line-up. 
See photo on top of the next page. 
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CF-104 104799 “12751” returned back at the museum in Savigny.            (31 October 2005, E.Pajaud)  

 
Resume France :  
104799 c/n 1099 “12751”   CF-104   preserved    Savigny Les Beaunes, returned back Oct  2005   

 

Germany 
 
Rheine 
On January 4th, this year Mark Wassenaar visited Rheine to photograph the 
preserved F-104G DF+101 (former 22+59), see photo beneath. Mark also tried to 
have a look at the cockpit from the F-104G 25+30, which was preserved at the 
premises for some time. The authorities answered the invitation request from Mark 
but did not know anything about this cockpit. They asked around and while Mark was 
at Rheine they told him that this cockpit had moved to the museum at Berlin Gatow.!!! 
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The barracks at Rheine will close at the end of 2006 now the airbase Hopsten has 
ended its activities as well. It is also unknown what will happen to the DF+101.  
 
FX52 project 
In January 2006 we got some status information regarding the FX52 TIGER project 
from Dirk Bellens, one of the two owners of the aircraft (next to Henk de Jongh). 
A lot of work has been done the last months although very hard to notice on the 
outside of the aircraft.  
The whole fuselage has been cleaned and corrosion has been totally removed and in 
between both wings have received this treatment as well. 
Luckily the team has an additional set of wings which means that they could choose 
the best ones. These wings needed a lot of structural attention which is now 75% 
finished. Especially the leading edges of all the wings were extremely damaged and 
this needs a lot of hours to fix. See photo beneath (thanks to Dirk Bellens) 
 

 
 
The cockpit section received some attention as well. There are so many corners and 
edges inside the cockpit to clean, repaint etc. But the team want to get the aircraft in 
a beautiful state, not only from outside. 
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Currently the project is running on 50% speed for a while since Henk is in the UK for 
a flying license course which will continue in the US soon. We will keep you updated 
on the progress also via our IFS website. 
 

 
 

F-104G FX-52  is not ready yet………                                        (Weeze, December 2005, Dirk Bellens)  

 
Dirk Bellens asked for photographs of the FX52, in silver, camouflage scheme and 
as Tiger. The team wants to collect these as many as possible so when you can help 
them (any photo is welcome!!!) send your photo to Dirk via email: 
oneofour@pandora.be 
 
Resume Germany 
22+59  “DF+101 - 7010”   c/n 7140   F-104G    Rheine barracks    preserved pole       4 Jan  2006 
Cockpit Rheine Collection                                             moved to Berlin Gatow                         2005 

 
Holland 
 

D-8098 rescue 
Late January 2006 we received information from Bob Kos about the F-104G 
Starfighter D-8098 which can be found at Deelen Air Base, parked next to the control 
tower for many years. It is currently in a very sorry state. The canopy has been 
destroyed, parts of the body are missing, tires are flat, cockpit is completely empty 
etc… The “Buro Afstoting” from the Dutch ministry of Defense had decided to 
withdraw this aircraft and via a special arrangement it was arranged that the aircraft 
was kept within the Dutch Military scene. It was moved to the requisites department 
within the Dutch Army, known for their public presentations in the country. 
Currently Bob is looking for the most suitable location to store this F-104G and to 
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have it restored. A lot of parts are needed and finally the plan is to paint the aircraft in 
the 1960s light grey Dutch Air Force color scheme again. Also most of the aircraft 
must be working again, like the lights, cockpit interior, radar etc. When the aircraft is 
ready it will be displayed during military open houses. 
It sounds like a big challenge and we wish them lots of luck. 
First of all they are looking for a canopy (glass) since this is one of the first items 
which should be making the aircraft more complete. 
 
Resume Holland 
D-8098 (c/n 8098)   planned to go to the military requisites department,  currently Deelen  Jan 2006  

 

Italy 
 

Cockpit preserved 
During 2005 the Air Museum at Vigna di Valle received the complete forward 
fuselage of F-104S/ASA-M  MM6720 “9-51” which was last noted parked at the 
Grazzanise storage flightline in November 2004. It looks like the nose-radome is not 
the original one. It can be found preserved now inside this “Museo dell'Aeronautica 
Militare”. 
  

 
 

Starfighter MM6720 “9-51” has been cut-up at Grazzanise in 2005 and its forward fuselage section can now 
be found preserved inside the AMI museum.                (Vigna di Valle, 11  December 2005, TZ Aviation) 

 
Piacenza-San Damiano 
Again a new Starfighter gateguard in Italy. On September 16th, 2005 the F-104S/ASA 
MM6875 was erected as gateguard at Piacenza - San Damiano. Mounted on a pole it was 
carrying the markings and colours of 155gruppo from the days it flew under 50Stormo. 
Applied serial is “50-02” in the original big white numbers. Before the aircraft was erected 
as gateguard it was brought over from Grazzanise to Cervia between late March and early 
May 2004 where it was likely subject for CFE treatment around August 2004. 
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The aircraft was erected in September during a special anniversary day when also a special 
DVD was released regarding the history of 50 Stormo. The F-104S was officially erected by 
the commander Claudius Gabellini. 
 

 
 

 
 

MM6875 at Piacenza and the released DVD (cover) seen above                                                     (AMI) 
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Resume Italy 
MM6730  9-51    F-104S/ASA-M  Forward fuselage preserved Museum Vigna di Valle      Dec 2005  
MM6875  50-02   F-104S/ASA    Gateguard Piacenza - San Damiano        Erected    16 Sept 2005  
 

Japan 
 

Misawa 
The F-104J Starfighter 76-8699 (c/n 3199) was not seen any more for many years. 
After it was withdrawn from use with 207 squadron in 1986 it was put in storage at 
Gifu like a lot of other Starfighters. Recently it was discovered again as part of the 
aircraft collection within the Misawa Aviation & Science Museum in Misawa. It is 
unknown when it arrived there but was stated to be there already in November 2004. 
 

 
 

This 76-8699 can be found these days preserved at Misawa.  (Misawa, November 2004, FlyingWings.com) 

 

Resume Japan 
76-8699  (c/n 3199)   F-104J  207sq   Preserved, Misawa Aviation&Science Museum    Nov 2004 
 

 

Norway 
 
German news from Norway 
Tom Svendsen reported that currently a project is ongoing to recover a Junkers J-88 
and Heinkel HE-111 bomber which made emergency landings on the ice during the 
2nd World War. The ice was not strong enough and both aircraft ended on the 
bottom of the sea. It was told that two museums in Germany would pay 200.000 – 
400.000 euro for the recovery operation. 
This news is not an off-topic news-item because the museums also promised a 
German Starfighter in perfect condition for the Aviation collection at Bodo… 
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Taiwan 
 
American news from Taiwan 
IFS member Clarence Fu reported that an American aircraft collector has managed 
to get his hand on a Taiwanese Starfighter with plans to make it flyworthy.  
The aircraft involved is F-104G 4420 (63-12699 and c/n 6051) which is currently 
used as instructional airframe in the Fon Jia University at Taichung. Clarence made a 
good point…..why not buying a good example from Italy??  
 

 
 

Will this F-104G 4420 really fly again in the US??? We will wait and see..         (Hsinchu 90s, D.Chang) 

 
Resume Taiwan 
63-12699 “4420”  (c/n 6051)   F-104G  11AG  Purchased US collector to make flyworthy      2006 
 

Turkey 
 

One tiger + one tiger = two tigers 
A few weeks ago we became very confused about the identity or identities of the tiger 
or two tigers at Balikesir AB.  
In June 2001 a Starfighter in Tiger colourscheme was seen for the first time near the 
squadron building of 192 file (Tiger squadron). The tiger colours where not bright 
yellow but more gold. The aircraft was seen there for many years until 2 years ago a 
Tiger coloured aircraft was seen with fresh paint. Not gold but in a nice bright yellow-
orange scheme.  
A lot of people believed it was the ex Dutch Starfighter c/n 8090 while other believed 
it was the c/n 9145. We think after an investigation that the c/n 8090 was recovered 
from the Yeni Foca scrapyard and put on display near the 191 filo squadron buildings 
at Balikesir with serial “9-191” for 9 AJU – 191 Filo.  
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It was first noted there in June 2001 and should be still there today. 
The Tiger colored aircraft near the 192 Filo buildings was and still is aircraft c/n 9145. 
It was first noticed in June 2001 and it just had received a fresh awesome paintshop 
a few years ago!! 
While studying the various photographs of the tiger aircraft (golden time) we could 
see the old German cockpit lettering beneath the cockpit….the best evidence that it 
could not be the old Dutch 8090!!! 
 

 
 

 
 

Two times 9145 with the old(2001) and new(2005)  tiger colourscheme at Balikesir   (S Capoglu and WWW) 
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Resume Turkey 
8090   9-191   Preserved    191 Filo  buildings Balikesir AB                     (June 2001 till likely 2005) 
9145   192     Preserved    192 Filo  buildings Balikesir AB  Tiger colours        (June 2001 till 2005) 
 
 

USA 
 
 
7 became 6. 
It looks like aviation museums in the US 
are reading the ZIPPER magazine. We 
have stated many times that the 
preserved F-104C 56-910 (c/n 1198) at 
the Wings Over the Rockies Air and 
Space Museum was marked with a wrong 
serial “70910” for 57-910. Last year it was 
seen with the correct serial “60910”!!!. It 
was first noted in April last year. 
  
 

 
 

Serial on F-104A 56-910 was 70910 and it is now 60910. (RASM, Denver, May 2005, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
 

N820NA syndrome 
To stop all commotion about the real current location of the ex NASA N820NA we 
decided to give this subject some attention inside this ZIPPER.  
The commotion and reports started when someone saw N820NA hanging on the roof 
of the Museum Of Flight at Seattle. At the same time there were reports of this same 
aircraft at Edwards. How could this be?? 
The answer is simple. The aircraft at Edwards is the real N820NA (56-790, c/n 1078) 
and it is part of the Air Force Flight Test Center Museum (AFFTCM), currently known 
as Flight Test Historical Museum (FTHM). It was donated to this museum and arrived 
there on April 29th, 1985.  
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The real N820NA can still be found at Edwards AFB,              (Edwards, 22 October 2005, G. Canciani) 

 

And the aircraft at Seattle?? That is the F-104C 56-934 (c/n 1222) which arrived at 
Seattle mid 1993 after having spent lots of years guarding George AFB before it was 
closed. Mid 90s it received a complete metamorphoses becoming a complete 
N820NA copy aircraft. In 1999 it was noted as N820NA at Seattle for the first time. 

 

 
 

Thefake N820NA, being former F-104C 56-934…                         (Seattle, November 2001, H. Soreide) 

 

March Starfighter being build up 
A week ago we received some photos from IFS member Otger van der Kooij showing 
the mockup airframe at March AFB. We already discussed this aircraft inside some 
ZIPPER magazines last year. Today it looks like a pretty Starfighter although still 
lacking markings. 
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The mockup Starfighter at March becomes more and more mature….         (21 Oct 2005, Otger vd Kooij) 

 
N104 update 
Next to the famous Starfighters team there is an other CF-104D flying once and a 
while in the US. This is CF-104D 104633 “N104” owned by Mark Sherman. In the 
first week of January he emailed us a short status update and some photos: 
The jet is up and ready. It flew a couple of weeks ago and will be flying next weekend 
(local). It is based here in Phoenix, Arizona (10 years at ex Williams AFB).  will 
probably fly to a couple of airshows, but not too many and not as a business.  You do 
not make money with this sort of equipment at airshows, so gas only - maybe a car 
and a room. Planning on Davis Monthan AFB in March (Classic Jet Aircraft 
Association Convention), Hill AFB airshow in Spring or June.   
 

 
 

Resume USA : 
56-790  (c/n 1078)    F-104A  “N820NA”  Preserved  FTHM, Edwards AFB, current, l/n Nov 2005 
56-910  (c/n 1198)    F-104C          Preserved  RASM,  serial on tail corrected    f/n April  2005 
56-934  (c/n 1222)    F-104C fake “N820NA”        Preserved  MOF, Seattle, current,   l/n July  2005 
104633 (c/n 5303)   CF-104D  “N104”                   Prepared for season 2006, flew in January 2006 
Mockup (c/n none)   F-104                                 Preserved March AFB museum, build up, Oct 2005  
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Correction on ZIPPER 64 
 
 

On page 15 inside ZIPPER 64 we mentioned “In front of the garage on a pole F-
104G 24+63 c/n 8212  was found as "D-8212" (tail 24+77 c/n 8226) which is 
guarding the garage already for many years.” 
This information is not correct. The “D-8212” which arrived with Piet Smedts in 
Baarlo as “DA+04” with the tail of 8226 had its tail exchanged before sprayed blue 
white. The tail of 24+77 (wnr 8226) was the answer of the question on top of page 16 
and being the un-identified tail with the big JBG31 badge on it. (photo R.Seroo) 
 

 
 
 

Odds & Ends 
 
   

 
Various members 

BOOKS, Magazines and DVD’s. 
 
Book: Vliegtuig erfgoed 2005 
In January 2006 a book was released about the preserved aircraft in Holland. Of 
course this includes all preserved Starfighters as well. The 96 pages contain 90 color 
photos. The ISSN number is 1871-5311. Price for shipping in Holland is 11,95 euro 
including post. People outside Holland need to contact the publisher via email. 
More information can be found at website: 
http://members.home.nl/kaathoven/vliegtuigerfgoed/   or email amp.meerten@wxs.nl 
 

The 104 tail at Baarlo when 
the number  8226 was still on 
the tail. Nowadays the number 
is no longer visible… unknown 
why it has been removed.. 
 (Roger Seroo) 
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Did you know?? 
 
Strange facts about Starfighters….. 
 
  

 

 
Harry Prins 

Italian mystery 
Have you ever noticed that the Italian Air Force switched location of MM serial and 
type designation on the tail as soon as a Starfighter was painted light grey????? 
Last year I noticed this and have absolutely no clue why this was done. 
Until an aircraft was painted light grey, wearing the green grey camouflage scheme, 
the MM serial could be found written above the type designation (for example “F-
104S”). When the aircraft went grey the MM serial switched location and was written 
beneath the type designation. See photos beneath……a real mystery !!!! 
 

 
 

 
 
Above: MM serial and type designation switched locations when aircraft was painted grey.. 
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No flying gas 
station for the  
F-104 ?     Part II 

 

Bert Oostmeijer 
 
After we published the article about air-refuelling, written by Bert Oostmeijer, we 
received some valuable additional information from ex US and Canadian F-104 
pilots. Thanks Norm and Norman!!! 
 
Comments from Norm Filer (ex USAF F-104C pilot) 
 
When I was at George AB we had no contact with other 
operators of the F-104.  Of course at that time it was pretty new to the US 
Air Force, and I don't think the Canadians had bought it yet. 
 
I suspect that while the fuselage had the fittings for the refuelling boom,  
the more important stuff like fuel system switches and valves, refuelling 
lights and controls may not have been installed on those a/c. The boom just 
plugged into the refuelling point just above the left intake, so that would 
not have been a big issue.  The boom itself was really just a pipe with the 
nozzle on one end and the fitting to replace the fuel cap on the other. 
Very simple.  The refuelling light was a small fairing at the base of the 
boom and the fairing that covered the pipe from the light aft was a simple 
somewhat flimsy fiberglass part with a million screws that screwed into 
those holes in the fuselage. A long way of saying the actual boom 
installation would have been easy. The fittings on the side of the fuselage 
probably were there because of commonality during the production process. 
 
I have to wonder about the development of air-to-air refuelling in some of 
those countries at that time.  That may have been the reason it was not 
used.  Without the tankers and considerable training the capability was of 
not much use.  Canada did not have the tankers until the 707 arrived that I 
know of.  Germany and perhaps most of the other European countries may not 
have had the long range requirements that the US did, and perhaps that was 
the reason for no tankers and the lack of refuelling booms. 
 
At least during my time with the 479th, tanker support was always an 
ongoing problem.  We did not have dedicated tankers assigned to us to use 
whenever we wanted them.  In fact as I remember the only KB-50s were on the 
east coast.  So when we needed to practice refuelling we had to go through 
TAC headquarters and do a big rug dance or something to work out a schedule 
and location.  The tankers supported all of the TAC aircraft, mostly F-100s 
and a few B-66s, so they stayed pretty busy most of the time.   
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And of course the KB-50s were not the newest a/c around, and the R4360 engines 
were a pain in the butt to keep running, so they cancelled on a pretty regular basis. 
 
In summary, I suspect that each country's national policy, finances and 
mission requirements may have determined the refuelling needs more than the 
capability of the A/C. 
 
Dan Norman McSween (ex RCAF CF-104 pilot) 
 
I have never heard or read about any air to air refuelling probes in the 
CF-104.  Any manuals, that I have read or possess, do not have any 
reference to the probe so it is not true that we had special notes 
inside our manuals regarding it. I actually contacted a friend of mine,  
who was a Cold Lake test pilot in the early stages of the Canadian 
CF-104 program, to ask him if there was ever any testing done on the 
CF-104 in regards to the refuelling probe and he assures me that there 
was never even any discussion regarding it. 
 
Any reference to the Canadian CF-104 refuelling capability would, in my 
opinion, be in error because we never had that capability.   
As you said - I am sure that any reference to the CF-104 refuelling was borrowed 
from the TAC and I agree. 
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Nicknames 
 
 Zapps, nicknames, paintwork, cartoons… 
 
 

 

 
Ivan Turniano, Hubert Peitzmeier, Mr Beekmans and Harry Prins  

 
TipTankZapp 
Early January we obtained a photograph of a German F-104G from the early days, 
completely bare metal and with the old Norvenich DA code.  
While analysing the photograph we found out it is aircraft wnr 7004 which was 
delivered to JBG31 on May 31st, 1962 and transferred to Kaufsbeuren (TSLw1) on 
March 4th, 1963 soon receiving instructional serial BF+112. 
The photo must have been taken already at Kaufbeuren outside around 1963 or 
1964.  
Most interesting was the drawing of a green dragon or crocodile on the tiptank. See 
photo-detail beneath. It is unknown if it was already on the tiptank while flown at 
Norvenich and also why it was applied. However it was worth mentioning…. 
 

 
 

  

Unique color photo of the F-
104G Starfighter DA+112, 
likely taken at Kaufbeuren 
early 60s…. Interesting is the 
nice dragon or crocodile zapp 
on the left tiptank. (IFS coll.) 
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The X-factor 
Last week there was an interesting discussion between some 104 enthusiasts about 
the reports on F-104S/ASA aircraft wearing X serials. 
 
Photos of aircraft carrying X-serials are very rare but in 1987 one of them visited 
Volkel Air Base. Luckily there was someone who took photos of it during its 
departure. The aircraft did not have a serial on the forward fuselage but carried an 
“X-3” serial on its rudder…in very small digits.  
 

 
 

F-104S/ASA MM6764 wearing exotic serial “X-3” ready for take off back to Italy. Soon after the aircraft 
would get serial “5-31”. While visiting the Dutch Air Base together with MM6815/5-33 it was already flown by 
23gruppo. Both aircraft arrived the 16th of October at Volkel.                (Volkel, 19 October 1987, Beekmans) 

 
IFS member Ivan Turniano stated:  
 
The MM6764 was the 3rd F-104S converted to F-104S/ASA and was used at Torino 
as test aircraft for ASA conversion till 9 July 1987. This aircraft with “X-3” was first 
noted 16 September 1987 and last noted 16 December 1987.  
Rumours said this was a new code-system, others stated this was the test aircraft 
code and even others stated that it was a code for identification of the new IFF 
installed…  
Other aircraft wore codes X-1, 2, 4 and 5, and all these aircraft (mm unknown) had 
been delivered directly to 23 Gruppo after Alenia testprogram. This squadron was 
also meant to test the early delivered ASA systems during operational 
circumstances. 
 
(NB IFS:  within the S to ASA chapter published inside ZIPPER 64 and also part 2 
inside this ZIPPER 65 it is clear that not 23gruppo but 102gruppo got the first ASA 
aircraft. Anyhow…the first aircraft went to Rimini…) 
 
 
If anyone knows more about the X- serials please let us know. Especially 
photos are most welcome. 
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From S to ASA 
 
An overview of the aircraft which have been modified 
to S/ASA configuration.              Part 2 

 

 
Marco Muntz 

 

Il F-104S/ASA nell’Aeronautica Militare Italiana – PART 2 
 

More than fifteen years the updated version of the F-104Sierra, the F-104S/ASA, operated 
in European skies. The addition of ASA means Aggiornamento Sistema d’Arma or weapon 
systems update. A turbulent start and development of the ASA program finally led to the 
modification of 152 (plus the prototype) aircraft, although the amount of updated 
Starfighters varies in publications related to the Italian F-104. This second part of this article 
will give an overview of all 153 F-104S/ASA Starfighters. The first part (inside ZIPPER 64) 
explained the development phase and history of the F-104S/ASA in Italian military service.  

 

The introduction of the F-104S/ASA in the Aeronautica Militare Italiana. 
 

This overview shows the first part of all 153 updated F-104S/ASA aircraft delivered to 
various squadrons of the Italian Air Force. The overview shows all newly delivered  
F-104S/ASAs directly from the Aeritalia factory at Torino-Caselle to the respective 
Gruppo. The dates which are shown in the first column are first notes so it is well 
possible that aircraft were assigned (much) earlier to a particular squadron. The first 
date in the second column shows the last observation of the aircraft with the 
respective code. The third date at the end means the first note of the airframe 
(second serial) after the upgrade or assignment to another squadron, showing the 
new code. When two similar codes are listed underneath, the upper matching serial 
is the first F-104S/ASA wearing this particular code. The second serial in 
combination with this code means the delivery of a factory fresh ASA which replaced 
another F-104S/ASA wearing the same code. Two examples: 
 
Example 1: 
 
MM6744/5-01  jun87  replaced MM6920 oct86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-26 jul88    
MM6788/5-01  apr90   replaced MM6744 apr90, to become 5-07 within 102°Gruppo. jun91 
 
The first F-104S/ASA of 102°Gruppo wearing code 5-01 was MM6744, first noted June 1987. 
This airframe replaced F-104S MM6920, previously coded 5-01 and seen for the last time as such 
in October 1986. Thereafter MM6920 was sent to the Aeritalia factory at Caselle for the ASA 
conversion. The first observation of this aircraft after the upgrade was in July 1988 wearing code 
5-26. MM6744 was replaced by MM6788 in April 1990 which just had undergone the ASA 
transition. Last observation of MM6744 with code 5-01 was in May 1990 after which the aircraft 
received a new code, 5-07. First seen wearing this code was in June 1991 replacing MM6756. 
Because MM6744 as ASA first operated with tactical code 5-01, it is not listed anymore as 5-07.  
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Example 2: 
 
MM6926/9-50  oct89  replaced MM6719 mar89, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-01. may89 
MM6714/9-50  jun91   replaced MM6926 feb90, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-12.  may91 
 

The first F-104S/ASA of 10°Gruppo wearing code 9-50 was MM6926. This aircraft replaced 
MM6719, last noted as 9-50 in March 1989, which went to Cameri as S variant to reinforce the 
21°Gruppo F-104S fleet receiving code 53-01. First observation with 53°Stormo codes was in May 
1989. After ASA upgrade of airframe MM6714, first employer of the aircraft became 10°Gruppo. 
By obtaining code 9-50 and first noted as such in June 1991, it replaced MM6926 which was 
destined for 21°Gruppo to enlarge the amount of  F-104S/ASAs of 21°Gruppo. MM6926 was last 
seen in 10°Gruppo markings in February 1990 and first spotted wearing code 53-12 in May 1991. 
The long period in between these dates makes it plausible this F-104 was assigned to 21°Gruppo 
much earlier, probably already in the second half of 1990. Concerning the list, when no 
replacement is mentioned it will not mean a certain code was not used before the introduction of 
the F-104S/ASA. Because observations of Italian Starfighters during the mid-eighties are scarce, 
this information might be missing.   
 

 
All updated F-104S/ASAs were delivered in their previous colour scheme (grey/olive 
green) with large roundels. These large roundels were replaced by much smaller 
ones at the beginning of the nineties. From 1996 Starfighters were repainted in an 
overall grey colour scheme. This occurred after inspections at Caselle. Airframes 
slightly low on hours were of course not repainted and left operational service in 
camouflage colours.  
The last camouflaged F-104S/ASA Starfighter, MM6822, left 20°Gruppo in the 
second half of 2000 to be disposed at Grazzanise for spares recovery. 

 

 

 

F-104S/ASA MM6822 with code 4-51 missing some parts….       (Grazzanise, July 2002, Marco Muntz) 
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RSV - 311°Gruppo – Pratica Di Mare AB 
 

After being upgraded at the Aeritalia plant, the first F-104S/ASA was handed over on  
12 December 1984 to the Reparto Sperimentale di Volo to serve as testbed. It was 
painted in an overall grey/blue colour scheme which was not applied to the ASA 
models redelivered to the various squadrons. In May 1986 a second ASA was added 
to the 311°Gruppo fleet. It must be emphasized that airframe MM6945 was assigned 
to Aeritalia but regularly operated by 311°Gruppo for trials and other test flights.  
 
 
MM6945/--   dec84   main ASA prototype  
MM6758/--   may86  second ASA prototype. Assigned to 21°Gruppo in April 1990 as 53-10. 

  
 

5°Stormo - 102°Gruppo – Rimini AB 

 
The first squadron which acquired the F-104S/ASA was 102°Gruppo stationed at 
Rimini. The 102°Gruppo received the first aircraft in autumn 1986. In 1987 the 
squadron operated a mix of S and ASA versions of the Starfighter. In 1988 
102°Gruppo nearly completed transition on the ASA. The ‘new’ Starfighters which 
were assigned to 102°Gruppo came from various AMI fighter-bomber squadrons as 
well as from Rimini and Istrana where some aircraft were held in storage. The 
mothballed Starfighters from Istrana came from the inventory of 155°Gruppo. Later, 
102°Gruppo also received some of his ‘own’ aircraft back which were sent to Caselle 
to be updated to ASA version. During the transition period the squadron continuously 
operated around 18 to 20 aircraft. With the introduction of the ASA the colourful 
markings disappeared as well as the large white codes. The wing and squadron 
badges were now painted in black. 
 

 
 

F-104S/ASA MM6744 was one of the first ASA aircraft at Rimini becoming 5-01 in 1987. In 1990  it  replaced 
MM6756 as the new 5-07. Here it is seen with special 100000hrs markings. (Rimini, October 1991, IFS) 
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MM6744/5-01  jun87    replaced MM6920 oct86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-26 jul88    
MM6788/5-01  apr90    replaced MM6744 apr90, to become 5-07 within 102°Gruppo. jun91 
MM6886/5-02  oct87    replaced MM6788 nov86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-01 apr90 
MM6944/5-03  apr86    replaced MM6913 mar86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-22 jul88 
MM6910/5-04  oct87    replaced MM6785 jan87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-25 aug91 
MM6761/5-05  jan88    replaced MM6921 jan87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 37-27 dec88 
MM6791/5-06  oct86    replaced MM6796 dec85, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-15 jul88 
MM6756/5-07  oct86    replaced MM6761 mar86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-05 jan88 
MM6916/5-10   1986    replaced MM6760 apr86 to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 37-01 apr88 
MM6833/5-11  jun87     
MM6845/5-11  jun91    replaced MM6833 oct89 to become 5-22 within 102°Gruppo. aug91 
MM6784/5-12  jun87    replaced MM6924 which was written off on 18 March 1986. 
MM6794/5-12  may88  replaced MM6784 jun87, to become 5-21 within 102°Gruppo. jul88  
MM6919/5-13  may89*  replaced MM6912 jun87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 9-33 sep89 
MM6847/5-14  may87  replaced MM6759 sep85, to Caselle ASA upgrade, 5-24 sep86 
MM6796/5-15  jul88     replaced MM6789 oct86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 37-02 jul88 
MM6798/5-16  sep86   replaced MM6828 mar86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-6 jun89 
MM6821/5-16  jun89    replaced MM6798 jul88, to 311°Gruppo to become RS-06. apr90 
MM6844/5-20  sep87   replaced MM6742 feb87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 37-11 oct88 
MM6913/5-22  jul88     replaced MM6908 feb86 to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 37-12 aug88 
MM6759/5-24  sep86   replaced MM6787 feb86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-42 apr88 
MM6792/5-25  oct86    replaced MM6741 aug85, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 37-07 aug88 
MM6797/5-25  mar88   replaced MM6792 jan87, to 18°Gruppo to become 37-22. oct88 
MM6785/5-25  aug91   replaced MM6797 nov90, to 18°Gruppo to become 37-07. may91 
MM6920/5-26  jul88     replaced MM6848 jun87, to 18°Gruppo to become 37-03. aug88  
MM6830/5-27  aug89   replaced MM6756 sep84, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-07 oct86 
 

  
* MM6919 was already delivered to 102°Gruppo in July 1988 but flew at least until October 1988 
without any codes 
 

 
 

F-104S/ASA MM6833/5-11 received a wonderful 25yrs 102gruppo color scheme in July 1989. Here it is 
seen being prepared for a mission from Rimini were it continued flying in blue until at least October  before it 
received maintenance. Afterwards it received serial 5-22.                              (Rimini, August 1989, IFS) 
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F-104S/ASA MM6791/5-06 was first noticed as ASA at Rimini in October 1986. It flew lots of missions also 
outside Italy until it was last noted late 1989.                                                      (Rimini, August 1987, IFS) 

 

 

 
F-104S/ASA MM6913 flew as 5-22 at least from July 1988 until the summer of 1990. Likely it has flown 
longer although it was not seen anymore until July 1994 as 51-10 at Istrana. Here it is seen during the open 
house at Leeuwarden AB where it was parked next to MM6916/5-10. (LWD, 9 June 1990, Lieuwe Hofstra) 

 

 

5°Stormo 23°Gruppo – Rimini AB / Cervia AB 
 

The 23°Gruppo received as first interceptor squadron the ‘new’ F-104S/ASA. The 
first aircraft (MM6730) was received on 26 August 1987 at Miramare.  
Former 23°Gruppo F-104S aircraft were sent to other squadrons (12°, 21° and 
22°Gruppo) and to Aeritalia at Caselle.  
The updated Starfighters also sported toned down markings like 102°Gruppo, 
instead of the usual yellow coloured markings and large white codes previously worn.  
 
From March 1995 the squadron moved from Rimini to nearby airbase Cervia 
becoming the last Gruppo within 5°Stormo flying the good old Starfighter. 
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MM6730/5-30  aug87   replaced MM6775 oct86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-3 jun88 
MM6764/5-31  sep88*  replaced MM6739 apr87, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-16. jun87 
MM6740/5-32  jul88     replaced MM6873 jul87, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-14. jun88 
MM6875/5-32  jun91    replaced MM6740 oct89, to 10°Gruppo to become 9-35. mar93 
MM6933/5-33 jun88     replaced MM6815 oct87, to Caselle ASA upgrade. 53-11 mar90       
MM6849/5-33  aug91   replaced MM6933 which was written off at 5 September 1988 
MM6835/5-35 jul88      replaced MM6820 jun87, to 22°Gruppo to become 51-04. nov87         
MM6873/5-35  apr90   replaced MM6835 jan90, to 12°Gruppo to become 36-12. dec91 
MM6713/5-36  mar88  replaced MM6771 apr86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-16 dec88 
MM6812/5-36  oct90    replaced MM6713 jun89, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-05. may91 
MM6776/5-37  jul88     replaced MM6934 jul87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-14 oct89 
MM6732/5-40  jul88     replaced MM6870 nov87, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-03. jun88 
MM6876/5-40  aug92   replaced MM6732 jul91, to 12°Gruppo to become 36-02. may94 
MM6807/5-41  oct89    replaced MM6704 oct89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-42. jul90 
MM6787/5-42  apr88    replaced MM6814 jan87, to 12°Gruppo to become 36-11. sep87 
MM6704/5-42  jul90*    replaced MM6787 jul90, to 9°Gruppo to become 4-7. jul91 
MM6708/5-43  nov91   replaced MM6705 mar88, to 22°Gruppo to become 51-14. mar88 
MM6737/5-43 aug92    replaced MM6708 which was written off on 7 November 1991 
MM6778/5-44  aug88   replaced MM6731 sep83, to become 5-40 within 23°Gruppo. jun84  
MM6722/5-45  jun91    replace MM6714 jun87, to become 53-20 within 21Gruppo. jun88     
MM6770/5-46  jul88   
MM6735/5-46  jul91     replaced MM6770 jul91, to become 5-30 within 23°Gruppo. oct93 
 

  
* MM6764 was already assigned to 23°Gruppo from October 1987 wearing code X-3 on its tail, of 
CQSA/23°Gruppo. 
* MM6704 was already assigned to 23°Gruppo from April 1990 as 100th converted  F-104S/ASA but 
did not receive any code until July of that year. 

 

 
 

Two Starfighters left Cervia airbase on a late September evening in 2002 for a temporary detachment at 
Grosseto for QRA purposes. Fully armed Starfighter MM6739/5-47 is seen in a shelter at Cervia during start 
up procedures prior departure to Grosseto.                                (Cervia, September 2002, Marco Muntz) 
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This  MM6771/5-31, shows a clean configuration including launching rails at the tips. When this picture was 
taken in October 1996 at Cervia, the squadron was at Decimomannu for ACMI training. In this configuration 
the aircraft flew their missions from Deci. Only the TACTS pod is missing here.                  (Marco Muntz) 

 

4°Stormo - 9°Gruppo – Grosseto AB 
 

The 9th started to operate the ASA Starfighter at the end of 1987. In 1988 the 
squadron nearly finished transition to the updated Starfighter. Some of the F-104S 
were assigned to 10° and 22°Gruppo to soldier on for a while but the main part of the 
9°Gruppo inventory was flown to Caselle to be updated. The only change concerning 
the markings was the introduction of the small blue/grey codes on the fuselages, the 
wing badge on the tail was still painted in black and white. In the first half of the 
nineties even the small wing badge in the tail became toned down when the white 
prouncing horse and crown were transformed into grey. 
 

 
 

After 12 °Gruppo transited from the F-104 to the Tornado ADV in 1995, several examples were flown to 
Grosseto to reinforce 20 °Gruppo. Also this MM6733/4-54, is a former 12 °Gruppo machine and was 
transferred to Grosseto in the beginning of 1995.                           (Grosseto, October 1996, Marco Muntz) 
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MM6800/4-1    1988     replaced MM6706  which was written off on 21 August 1986 
MM6802/4-1    mar93   replaced MM6800 aug93, to 21°Gruppo, 53-03. may95 
MM6772/4-2*   sep88   replaced MM6839 sep86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-04 mar90 
MM6729/4-02  apr90    replaced MM6772 aug89, to 10°Gruppo to become 9-52. may91 
MM6769/4-2    aug91   replaced MM6729 jul90 which was written off on 5 July 1990 
MM6775/4-3    jun88    replaced MM6937 aug86, to 22°Gruppo to become 51-04. mar88 
MM6932/4-4    dec88   replaced MM6774 jul88, to 22°Gruppo to become 51-22. jan89 
MM6827/4-5    dec88   replaced MM6736 jun87, to 10°Gruppo to become 9-46. dec88 
MM6828/4-6    jun89    replaced MM6925 aug86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 36-03 jun89 
MM6808/4-10  jun88    replaced MM6939 apr88, to 10°Gruppo to become 9-45. may88 
MM6731/4-10  jul92     replaced MM6808 aug91, to 22°Gruppo to become 51-15. sep91 
MM6763/4-11  jul88     replaced MM6809 sep86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 9-35 jun89 
MM6720/4-12  dec88   replaced MM6819 oct87, to 22°Gruppo to become 51-20. jul88 
MM6880/4-12  aug91   replaced MM6720 aug91, to 10°Gruppo to become 9-40. aug93 
MM6869/4-14  aug91   replaced MM6938 oct87, to 22°Gruppo to become 51-04. may89  
MM6771/4-16  apr88    replaced MM6769 nov87, to 10°Gruppo to become 9-52. mar88 
MM6938/4-16  aug93   replaced MM6771 aug92, to 23°Gruppo to become 5-31. jul94 
MM6736/4-20  apr91    replaced MM6808 jun86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-10 jun88 
MM6939/4-20  jul91     replaced MM6736 which was written off on 23 April 1991    
MM6726/4-21  aug90   replaced MM6880 may87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-12 aug91 
MM6733/4-22  sep88   replaced MM6930 jun87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 36-13 dec88 
 

  
* It is not sure whether MM6772 first was delivered as ASA to 9°Gruppo in September 1988 or to 
10°Gruppo in June 1991 as 9-52. 
 

 
 

Due to preparations for the arrival of the Eurofighter at Grosseto starting mid 2001, all flight operations were 
conducted from the South side of the airbase. This flightline of 9 °Gruppo starts with mm6816, which ended 
up at Grazzanise after the aircraft ran out of flying hours.                  (Grosseto, May 2001, Marco Muntz) 
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The first production F-104S, MM6701, was still active in 2001, more than 30 years after the aircraft started  
his career with 311 °Gruppo in May 1969. However, in the summer of 2001 the aircraft was withdrawn from 
use and was flown to Grazzanise to be used as spare source.  On top it is seen at Grosseto in April 2001 
and beneath withdrawn from use at Grazzanise in July 2002.                                            ( Marco Muntz) 
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The flightline of 9 °Gruppo in June 1996  clearly shows the introduction of the new grey colourscheme of the 
Starfighter. After  overhaul at Alenia, aircraft were repainted. Both camouflaged examples (MM6912/4-20 
and MM6831/4-22)  just returned from a cross-country flight from Torrejon, Spain. The grey aircraft are 
MM6805/4-10 and MM6942/4-16.                                                    ( Grosseto, June 1996, Marco Muntz) 

 
37°Stormo - 18°Gruppo – Trapani-Birgi AB 
 

In spring 1988 the first ASA updated Starfighters were introduced in 18°Gruppo at 
Trapani, Sicily. All aircraft were still assigned to the bomber as well as the interceptor 
task. Therefore all aircraft were still adopted with the cannon. Although the bombing 
task was dropped in the beginning of the nineties, the squadron continued to fly with 
the cannon equipped aircraft until the mid-nineties when more interceptor 
configurated aircraft became available when both 12° and 21°Gruppo lost their F-
104s. All planes had the large roundels on the fuselage, as well as large black 
markings and a blocked rudder. Two aircraft received a full colour blocked rudder 
with white and green squares.  
 
 
MM6760/37-01  apr88    replaced MM6833 jul85, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-11 jun87   
MM6789/37-02  jul88     replaced MM6843 jul86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-03 nov90  
MM6915/37-03  oct90    replaced MM6848 oct88, to 20°Gruppo to become 4-48. mar89 
MM6870/37-03  sep92   replaced MM6915 jul91, to 102°Gruppo to become 5-15. jul92 
MM6822/37-04  nov89   replaced MM6782 oct88, to 20°Gruppo to become 4-49. dec88  
MM6836/37-04  may90  replaced MM6822 nov89, to 21°gruppo to become 53-12. mar90 
MM6750/37-04  may93  replaced MM6836 1992, to 102°gruppo to become 5-10. early 1990 
MM6747/37-05  aug88  
MM6922/37-06  may91 
MM6741/37-07  mar89 
MM6946/37-10  jun88 
MM6717/37-10  dec91   replaced MM6946 aug90, became 37-06 within 18°Gruppo. jul92 
MM6742/37-11  oct88 
MM6908/37-12  aug88 
MM6748/37-14  aug88  
MM6749/37-15  may88 
MM6782/37-15  1992    replaced MM6749 dec91, to 10°Gruppo to become 9-41. may94  
MM6846/37-16  apr88   replaced MM6876 jul86, to 22°Gruppo to become 51-07. feb88  
MM6781/37-20  jul88  
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MM6786/37-21  jul88 
MM6814/37-22  feb93*  replaced MM6792 1991, to 102°Gruppo to become 5-21. aug92 
MM6918/37-22  aug93   replaced MM6814 feb93, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-16. aug93 
MM6909/37-23  apr88 
MM6831/37-24  jul87 
MM6840/37-25  jul88 
MM6842/37-26  oct88 
MM6921/37-27  dec88                                        
 

 
* MM6792 entered 18°Gruppo as ASA in October 1988, probably an ex-102°Gruppo aircraft but it might  well 
be possible this example was directly delivered from Aeritalia after ASA upgrade. 

 

 
 

Only two ASA aircraft of 18 °Gruppo received a green-white checkered rudder referring to the squadron 
colour s and markings of the mid 80s. These aircraft were MM6798/37-01 and MM6910/37-12, the latter 
being photographed at Cervia in October 1996.  Also clearly visible is the M61 Vulcan cannon, standard 
equipment of all fighter bomber versions of the F-104S (-ASA). Nowadays this particular Starfighter proudly 
guards the main entrance at Trapani, home of 18 °Gruppo.             (Cervia, October 1996, Marco Muntz) 

 
 

 

Cover photo captions  

 
Front cover 
 
Great shot taken from the tower at Grosseto. It is showing the good old days… On the right 
side a line up of MM6701/4-16, MM6805/4-10, MM6769/4-53 and MM6842/4-54. Left the 
MM6875/4-14 which was just received from Grazzanise.  (Grosseto, 26 Sept 1999, NAS) 
 
Back cover 
 
An AG52 RF-104G showing the first version of the new serial “24+98” in the old fashioned 
font. It was likely taken during the Tiger Meet at Kleine Brogel AB in July 1970. That same 
year it was modified to FB and was delivered to JBG32.                            (IFS collection) 
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QF-104A 56-741 at Eglin Air Force base mid 60s. These QFs had a spectacular dayglow colourscheme. 
It must have been great to see these QFs flying around..  On 16 May 1972 this QF crashed  short on 
landing at Eglin after an unmanned mission.  (IFS collection) 
 

 
 
F-104C 56-891 received an F-104A outfit with 197 th FiS Arizona ANG markings after it was withdrawn 
from use. Nowadays it can be found preserved on a pole at Sky Harbour Apt. (IFS collection) 
 

 
 
F-104C 56-910 from the 479th TFW on display at an Air Force Open House in the sixties.  Although the 
aircraft is bare metal, its tail is painted light grey and wings are white. Today the aircraft can be found 
preserved inside the Wings of the Rockies Air & Space Museum, See photo on page 15. (IFS collection) 
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36°Stormo - 12°Gruppo – Gioia del Colle AB 
 
After 18°Gruppo the next user of the F-104S/ASA became 12°Gruppo. In the 
summer of 1988 the first ASA examples were received at Gioia del Colle. All 
markings, including large codes returned in their full glory however the large codes 
soon had to give way to the newer smaller ones. In the beginning of the nineties also 
the green bolt on the tail was replaced by a toned down version. Also the wing and 
squadron badge were to be presented in black. 
 
 
MM6826/36-01  jun89   replaced MM6822 jul88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 37-04 nov89 
MM6850/36-02  jun89   replaced MM6940 jul88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 53-07 oct90 
MM6925/36-03  jun89   replace MM6703 jun86, recoded within 12°Gruppo as 36-05  jun87 
MM6768/36-05  oct89   replaced MM6703 apr89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-23 may90 
MM6804/36-06  jul88    replaced MM6935 sep87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-05 dec89 
MM6805/36-06  aug91  replaced MM6804 apr90, recoded within 12°Gruppo as 36-01. sep91 
MM6838/36-10  jun89   replaced MM6942 jul88, to Caselle  ASA  upgrade. 53-13 may90 
MM6825/36-11  mar90  replaced MM6814 oct89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 37-22 feb93  
MM6806/36-12  may89   replaced MM6824  jul87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 53-02 jun90   
MM6930/36-13  dec88  replaced MM6800 1988??, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-1 dec88 
MM6701/36-13  dec91  replaced MM6930 feb90, to 23°Gruppo to become 5-30. may91 
MM6881/36-16  oct89  replaced MM6731 jun89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 53-06 feb90 
MM6943/36-20  jun91   
MM6774/36-21  jun90 
MM6818/36-22  may91   replaced MM6875 jun89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-32 jun91 
 

MM6935 is volgens mij niet als 5-35 (ASA) afgeleverd (sep88) maar als 51-05 
(dec89 f/n als ASA)  
In plaats van 6935 was de  6835 ASA 5-35 in die periode (noted jul88-1990…) 
 
 

9°Stormo - 10°Gruppo – Grazzanise AB 
 

The sixth front line unit to receive the ASA was 10°Gruppo with the first examples 
assigned to the ‘Picche’ in the spring of 1989. Although the large codes had 
disappeared the Starfighter adorned full markings including the red picca on the 
intakes referring to the callsign/name of the squadron. During 1994 the markings on 
the 10°Gruppo Starfighters changed drastically when the picca disappeared from the 
intake as well as the large white cloud with the Cavallino Rampante inside. The black 
prouncing horse was now pained in a much smaller cloud on a grey background. 
 


